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POPULIST POLITICS, COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA
AND LARGE SCALE SOCIETAL INTEGRATION
CRAIG CALHOUN
Universityof North Carolina
Faced with a minimally participatory democracy, a variety of populists have sought to
revitalize popular political participation by strengthening local community mobilizations.
Others have called for reliance on frequent referenda. Assessing the limits of these
proposals requires theoretical attention to two key issues. The first is the growing
importance of very large scale patterns of societal integration which depend on indirect
social relationships achieved through communications media, markets and bureaucracies.
This split of system world from lifeworld, in Habermas's terms, poses a challenge to
democratic theories which assume that the lessons of local social life and political
participation are directly translatable into the necessary knowledge for state level (let alone
international) activity. Secondly, changes in patterns of community formation and
communications media have transformed the basis for democracy. In particular,
socio-spatial segmentation by life-style choice, market position and other factors limits
direct relationships increasingly to similar individuals. Mass media become increasingly
predominant sources of information about people different from oneself, and indirect social
relationships form the structural basis for the social integration of most politics. The present
paper revised and adapts Habermas's conceptualization of system world and lifeworld in
order to address the transformation of patterns of societal integration. This forms the basis
for a critical analysis of the implications of changing community form and especially
communications media for populist political proposals.

Observations of public apathy in today's
electoral democracies are commonplace (Neumann, 1986).1 For many social scientists, low
voter turnout and similar indicators are simply
reasons for believing that liberal democracies
will always be governed by elites, though
these may shift over time.2 Recently, a
number of authors have argued against this
view, and indeed against the presumption that

representative institutions are the only form of
participation workable in moder, large-scale
polities. Characterizing representation as a
form of "thin democracy," for example,
Barber (1984) has called for a move towards a
"strong democracy" based on new or revitalized forms of popular participation. His
proposals stress two dimensions of such
participation: the renewal of community level
institutions of self-rule and the development
of more frequent national referenda.
An earlier version of this paper was presented to the
Often grouped together under the label
Conference on Technology and Urban Restructuring
"direct democracy," such communitarian and
sponsored by Research Committees 21 and 24 of the
InternationalSociological Association, Dubrovnik, June plebiscitarian ideas are common not only to
25-30, 1987, and circulatedas a Working Paper of the
and theoretical stateCenter for Psychological Studies, Chicago, IL. I am published programs
but
to
ments,
practical
organizing efforts.
grateful for comments from members of the conference
and of the Center network, as well as from Rekha Enthusiasts for new technology have joined
Mirchandani, Rick Parmentier, Scott Richardson, Mi- political thinkers in advocating widespread
chael Schudson and Tim Stephens (who also helped as a use of referenda as a
newly feasible form of
researchassistant).
direct
(Naisbitt,
1982; Toffler,
democracy
Unless otherwise noted, the empirical reference of
1980; Deaken, 1981). A variety of "populist"
this paper is primarily to the United States, though I
would argue that similar tendencies are at work in most social movements and political arguments
of the other Western democracies, especially those of
have seen a renewal of local community
fairly large scale.
as the central, or even the sufficient,
2 Dahl
politics
(1956, 1961; see also Dahl and Tufte, 1973) is
perhaps the most important modem advocate of this way of accomplishing this revitalization
position. It has classical precursors including Pareto (Boyte and Riessman, eds., 1986; Bellah, et
(1916), Mosca (1896), Michels (1915), Schumpeter al., 1985). Common to both
groups is a
(1943) and Weber (1922), though the last is less often distrust of
and
other "inpolitical
parties
included in this political lineage; see discussion in Held
(1987:ch. 5). Arguments for the necessity of elites are direct" means of political participation. But it
reviewed and criticized in Barber(1984:ch. 1).
is noteworthy that appeals to referenda are
Sociological Theory, 1988, Vol. 6 (Fall:219-241)
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usually voiced by a different set of writers
and movements from appeals to community.3
Referenda are associated more with libertarian values and with an adversaryconception
of politics than with community building
(Mansbridge, 1980).
Both sorts of proposals are "populist"
responses to elite domination and to the
distance of central political institutions from
local communities and individual citizens.
They seek as great and as direct a role as
possible for "the people" of a country. As
such, they continue a populist form of
political opposition which has been endemic
to modem and modernizing societies. This
populism is a response to the growth of the
state and the extension of capitalism. It is
shaped by the apparentdistance of centers of
power from most people's everyday lives. A
crucial aspect of this is the simple scale of
modem polities, their geographicalreach and
the size of their populations. Many theorists
contend that very large societal scale makes
direct democracy an impossible basis for
modem states (Bobbio, 1987; Burheim,
1985; Dahl and Tufte, 1973; Mansbridge,
1980).
But scale, while a centralvariable, does not
adequatelygrasp the transformationin social
organizationwrought during the modem era.
We need to address contrasting forms of
social integrationas well sizes of population
or land area. I shall adaptHabermas's(1984)
distinctionof system world/systemintegration
from lifeworld/social integration for this
purpose. This conceptualdistinction seems to
me seriously flawed as Habermasemploys it,
but also social theory's best available starting
point for confrontingchanges in the relationship of everyday experience to patterns of
large scale social integration.I will arguethat
the current efflorescence of populist politics
(of both left and right) simultaneously(a) is a
response to the split between system world
and lifeworld, and (b) is limited in an often
poorly recognized way by the implicationsof
large scale system integration.
Academic discussion of representativevs.
direct democracy has tended to focus on
mechanisms of decision-making at the expense of attention both to public discourse
and the educational functions of politics and
3
Barber (1984) is an exception, striving to save
referendafrom likely objections precisely by embedding
them in communitarianinstitutions.

to non-electoralsocial movements. Yet participation throughsocial movements in political
agendasetting may be the most viable form of
direct popular political participationin large
modem democracies. Nurturinga sphere of
politically orientedpublic discourse is equally
a crucial issue that goes beyond electoral
politics. Communitarian populists (though
generally not plebiscitarians)are sensitive to
this, and offer proposalsfor improvedsettings
for local discourse and political language less
prejudicial to the values of community and
tradition(Barber, 1984; Bellah, et al., 1985;
Evans and Boyte, 1986). Most, however,
approachthis predominantlyin culturalrather
than social structuralterms, and underestimate the limits imposed by large scale system
integration. Above all, both communitarian
and plebiscitarianvisions tend to neglect the
structuraldifficulties which social change has
put in the way of public discourse among
people significantlydifferentfrom each other.4
Such political visions tend to minimize the
significance of class, race, gender and other
basic categorical differences among people.
But recognitionof this does not entail either a
rejection of communitarianor populist politics or a claim that therecan be no democracy
until all such social divisions are overcome.
Democraticpublic discourse does not depend
on pre-existing harmonyor similarity among
citizens, I contend, but ratheron the ability to
create meaningful discourse across lines of
difference. However, changes in cities and
community patternson the one hand, and in
communicationssystems on the other, make
it likely that no extension of communitylevel
discourse or mobilization will constitute a
public discourse at the level of the state. This
is a limit to communitarianpolitics, though
not an argumentagainst them.
I shall first introduce,critiqueand reformu4
By "public discourse" I do not mean simply
partakingof a common set of communications, as in
hearing the same radio or television broadcasts, but
dialogue and argumentabout public issues which has the
capacitynot simply to reveal privateopinions but to form
public opinion in Habermas's(1962, 1964) sense. In the
public sphere, citizens can "confer in an unrestricted
fashion-that is, with the guarantee of freedom of
assembly and associationand the freedom to express and
publishtheiropinions-about mattersof generalinterest"
(Habermas, 1964:49). But the constitution of a public
sphere requires more than simply these freedoms; it
requiresalso the social conditions for actual dialogue in
the manifold possible directions among the members of
the public.
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late Habermas's opposition of system to life
world. My focus is on how such a distinction
enables us to grasp the extraordinarytransformation in the scale of societal integration
during the modem era. Secondly, I shall
suggest very briefly how the natureof cities
and residential communities has changed as
part of this transformation,underminingthe
historically most importantsetting for public
discourse. Third, I shall offer an account of
changes in communications media which
have both made possible a dramaticextension
of societal integrationand defined the public
arena of modem societies in such a way that
public discourse is minimizedand citizens are
relatively passive. Lastly, I shall evaluate in
this light the two majorsorts of contemporary
proposals for increasing popular political
participation:community activism and referenda. I will argue that communitarianand
populist movements are importantmeans for
democraticparticipationin modem societies,
but that they are fundamentallylimited by the
mismatchbetween their local bases and large
scale system integration. This mismatch,
together with a tendency to misrecognize the
implications of the split between lifeworld
and large scale system integration,means that
they cannot be substitutes for representative
political institutions and mediated public
discourse; they can be crucial complements.
Most proposals for referendaand plebiscites,
by contrast, further neither communitarian
popularpolitics nor public discourse.
INDIRECTSOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS
AND LARGE SCALE SOCIAL
INTEGRATION
One of the basic facts of modem social life is
the divergence between the experience of
direct interpersonalrelationshipsand that of
large scale apparently autonomous social
systems. Weber (1921) grasped this as a part
of the general process of rationalizationin
which communalsocial action (gemeinschaftshandeln) was replaced by rationally regulated action (gesellschaftshandeln).Habermas
(1984, 1987) has suggested a further split
within the realm of rational action into
"action oriented to reaching understanding
and action oriented to successes" (1984:
341). It is on this basis that he attempts to
rescue the Enlightenmentproject of rationalization as progress from the Weberian iron

cage of dominationthroughrational, bureaucratic (system world) means.
Habermas opposes the system world to a
lifeworld in which people's primaryorientation is towardsmutualitywith each other and
in which communication is full, free and
undistorted.It is not the lifeworld in general
which he wishes to defend, but an idealized,
purifiedform of communicativeaction aimed
at interpersonalunderstanding.He conceptualizes this throughthe notion of an idealized
speech situation, in which certain validity
claims (to comprehensibility,truth, appropriateness, and sincerity) which are always
implicit in speech are universalized. All real
historical societies fall short of this ideal, but
they may be comparedto it and evaluated in
terms of an evolutionaryscale of undistorted
communication(Habermas,1978). Thus something closer to the ideal emerges from the
lifeworld througha process of rationalization:
a lifeworldcanbe regardedas
Correspondingly,
rationalizedto the extent that it permits
interactions
thatare not guidedby normatively
ascribedagreement
but-directly or indirectly
by communicativelyachieved understanding.
(1984:340)
A key challenge for Habermas's critical
theory is to find a way to maintain the
momentum of communicative rationality in
the face of systemic, instrumentalrationality
on the one hand and recidivistic calls for a
returnto some premodemform of community
and traditional authority on the other. But
Habermasruns into four difficulties.
First, as McCarthy(1985) has indicated,he
tends to appropriate systems-theory and
sociological functionalism rather too completely for the sake of the critical edge of his
theory and its relevance to action. Though
indebted to the Marxist traditionhe virtually
abandons analysis of class and other fundamental social divisions.5 Power relationsplay
little constitutiverole in his conceptualization
of society. Relatedly, he does not make
conflictual collective action a significant part
of his account of social change.
Second, the Enlightenment rationalism
underlying Habermas's project leads him to
reject too completely the importance of
5
Similarly, as Benhabib (1986) has noted, Habermas's general Enlightenmentuniversalism leads him to
deny that difference as such-e.g. on gender linescould be a positive social or intellectualvalue.
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tradition to intellectual life generally, and
traditionalcommunities as bases for progressive popular action. His accounts of human
action and reason are always abstractedfrom
cultural or social particularities. Sociologically and hermeneuticallyit is necessary to
give greater weight to the unchosen foundations for action if we are to envision either a
stable society or a deeply motivated radical
challenge to established patternsand tendencies (Calhoun, 1983). If any form of lifeworld
activity is to be defensible in the face of
system world challenges, it will need to
depend on strong social commitments, not
simply contingent individual choices, however rational.
Third, Habermas'snotion of pure communicative action, idealized in his accountof the
rationalized lifeworld, derives from institutional arenas which are hardly realms of
perfect communicationand freedom, including for example family relations that have
generally been patriarchal (Fraser, 1985).
While Habermas'sconceptual opposition between action oriented to understandingand
action oriented to success makes sense, in
other words, the idea that the lifeworld and
system world can be concretizedas spheresof
life (e.g. family and community vs. bureaucracies and markets)is seriously problematic.
Two forms of understanding may be involved-one more concrete and phenomenological, the other more abstract-but neither
constitutes a realm free of power relations.
And power relations, however personal and
direct, involve an instrumental or success
orientation.
Fourth, Habremas's account of system
world and lifeworld lacks an adequate social
structuralfoundation.6 Not only does it not
provide for an analysis of class conflict and
power relations, it takes changingorientations
to action as both the primarycauses and the
primary results of the large scale social
changes of modernity.Little independentrole
is ascribed to demography, patterns in
networks of concrete relationshipsor capitalism's relentlessexpansion. Ratherthanregarding changes in orientationto social action as
primary, I would argue that these are
dialectically related to such social structural
factors as the transformationin scale of social
6
Curiously, there was more attention to social
structurein Habermas'searly work on the public sphere
(1962).

organization. It is in some part material
changes in the scale and form of social
relationships which necessitates adoption of
instrumental or systematic orientations to
action.
Habermas's theory posits two forms of
societal integration, and indeed is important
partly because it returnsthe issue of societal
integrationto the center of theoreticaldiscussion. But Habermas is ambiguous about
whether system world and lifeworld are to be
understoodas two spheres of life, or as two
ways of looking at a social world which is
always the result of constructive human
action. The latter seems to me the more
defensible view. There is no sharp demarcation between lifeworld and system world.
Rather, our experience in modern society
leads to divergent ways of trying to understand the social world, and to an experiential
and intellectual split between lifeworld and
system world (or such common sense analogs
as 'the people' and 'the system,' 'everyday
life' and 'the big picture,' etc.). This view is
easier to maintainif we introducea distinction
between directly interpersonalsocial relationships (whether primary or secondary in
Cooley's terms) and the indirectrelationships
which are formed when social action affects
others only throughthe mediationof complex
organizations,impersonalmarketsor communications technology. Indirect relationships
permit a societal scale unimaginable on the
basis of direct relationships, and simultaneously encourageobjectificationand reification of their origin in humanaction (Calhoun,
forthcoming). They are much more likely to
be approachedsolely with an orientation to
instrumentalsuccess thanare directlyinterpersonal relations (though the latter may be
similarly degraded).
Rather than focusing on kinds of relationships as such, Habermas begins with a
qualitative distinction in forms of rational
action: instrumental(oriented to success in
relationto objectified goals) and communicative (oriented to reflective understandingand
the constitution of social relations).7 In his
view, both of these develop naturallyin the
course of human history. They come into
7 There is also an intermediateform of strategicsocial
action which is hard to treat as entirely collapsible into
the binary scheme; see McCarthy(1978) which remains
the best secondary source in English on Habermas's
theory.
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conflict when they give rise to competing
forms of societal integration: system and
social (lifeworld):
Thus there is a competitionnot betweenthe
and
types of action orientedto understanding
success [whichHabermassees as complementary], but betweenprinciples of societal integration-between the mechanism of linguistic

communicationthat is oriented to validity
claims-a mechanism
thatemergesin increasing
of thelifeworldpurityfromtherationalization
andthosede-linguistified
steeringmediathrough
which systems of success-oriented
action are
differentiated
out. (1984:342)
Money is the paradigmaticexample of the
"de-linguistified" steering media to which
Habermas (following Parsons) refers, but a
wide range of statistical indicators (e.g. of
productivity,public opinion, etc.) sharemany
relevant features. These media allow social
systems to be 'steered' as though they were
independentof human action. Through systems theory they may be understood in the
same way. Indeed, the real complexity of
very large scale social processes may dictate
that they can be grasped better in cybernetic
and other relatively abstractacademic terms,
than in terms of the ordinarydiscourse of the
lifeworld. Accordingly, Habermas uses systems theory in his analysis of system
integrationeven while he attacksthe reifying
(and anti-democratic)tendencies of systems
theory. What is unclear is whetheror how he
maintainsin his theory the ability to show that
such large scale indirect phenomena remain
nonethelesshumansocial activityand relationships.
Habermascomes very close to losing the
"unmasking"moment of a putatively critical
theory and allowing the reifications of
cybernetictheory-which actualsocial arrangements make convenient and predispose us to
use-to be accepted as fully satisfactory
accounts of the system world. It seems to me
preferableto arguethat very large scale social
organizationbased on indirectrelationshipsis
difficult to understandwithout recourseto the
kind of understandingHabermasdescribes as
typical of the system world. This is a way of
looking at social action well suited to large
scale phenomena, but nonetheless it is an
intellectual choice. In other words, when
relationshipsare directly interpersonalwe are
unlikely to fail to recognize the extent to
which they are human social creations. But
when they are highly indirect, mediated by

223
technology and complex organizations, we
are likely to need to approachtheir operation
through aggregate statistics and cybernetic
conceptions. These will tend to make it look
as though the large scale systems were
somehow autonomously functioning entities
ratherthan creations of human social action.
We see this each time economists talk
aboutthe economy as though it were a natural
system to be predictedand understoodin the
same manner as the weather (and indeed,
economists are increasingly called upon to
play a role similar to that of weather
forecasterson the evening news). It is almost
impossible to see the manifold ways in which
human actions create large scale markets, for
example, and certainlyto understandcomplex
economic processes on the basis simply of
aggregationupwardfrom those specific relationships of buying, selling, making, using,
etc. A categorical break is intellectually
necessary in order to look at these holistically, on a collective level of analysis. This
breakis not a breakin reality, however, but in
our approachto understandingit. A critical
theoristneeds continuallyto remindherself or
himself that it is provisional; it must be
unmasked recurrently to reveal the actual
human activity creating the larger system.
'System world' is not, then, a sphere of life
so much as it is a mode of understanding(one
which is particularly relevant to certain
spheresof activity). That mode of understanding is made convenient (if not necessary) for
considering societal integrationby the proliferation of indirect relationships on a very
large scale.
SYSTEM WORLD, LIFEWORLDAND
POPULISTPOLITICS
For presentpurposes, the most relevantaspect
of this is the extent to which the economy, the
state and othervery large scale institutionsare
likely to appear to most citizens as alien
forces: bewildering, powerful beings rather
than the abstractionscritical thinkersmay see
them to be. They are reified, and the baffling
way in which they confront us makes this
reification not an easily escapable form of
false consciousness but an almost unavoidable
condition of practical thought in the moder
world. Their functioningcan be graspedwell
only through statistics, theories, cybernetic
concepts and other intellectualtools which are
both poorly distributedamong the population,
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and also at odds with the direct understanding
whichpeople gain of theirimmediatesurroundings. The lifeworld, by contrast, can be
understoodintuitively; it is a "lived reality,"
not an abstraction.
Many of people's most basic values
concern attachments within the lifeworldfamily, home, standard of living, religious
experience, etc. The fact that people have
such deep commitments to lifeworld attachments is an importantreason why they resist
the encroachmentsof large scale institutions
which seem to threatenthem.8Habermasdoes
not confront this issue very directly because
he focuses on an extremely rationalizedideal
of communicative action when considering
the lifeworld, ratherthan on anythingapproximating contemporarylived experience.
The same immediate understandingof and
high value on much of the lifeworld which
supports communitarian, populist resistance
to encroachmentsof the system world is also
a crucial source of the temptation to try to
understandthe system world through simple
extension of lifeworld categories. As Castells
puts it, "when people find themselves unable
to control the world, they simply shrink the
world to the size of their community" (1983:
331). This is the fundamentalmisrecognition
built into the bulk of localist, populistpolitics
today.
This temptationto misrecognize is played
upon by many politicians who offer illusory
accounts of and solutions to social problems-accounts which make sense only on
the basis of the denial of an essential
differencebetween large scale organizationof
social systems and everyday organizationof
directly interpersonalrelationships. President
Reagan, for example, told television viewers
that balancing the federal budget was really
no different from balancing a family's
checkbook. He capitalized on both the
spurious intimacy of the television medium
which made possible a jocular informality,
and on the appeal of an account which falsely
reassuredhis viewers that the workings of the
8 Such threatsmay be perceived in a variety of ways,
of course, and may be understoodthroughthe ideological
categoriesof both left and right. The governmentmay be
feared and capitalism praised, for example, or corporate
depredationsseen as the majorevil and governmentas a
potential solution. Either way, people motivated by
attachmentswithin the lifeworld are led to embrace one
of the major system world challenges to it, in order to
resist the other.

federal government and the national and
internationaleconomies were not essentially
complex and difficult to master, but potentially as manageableas a routine of everyday
life. The apparent complexity, he implied,
was only obscurantismon the part of elites;
the danger people sensed, while real, was
only the result of stubbornfoolishness on the
part of a few people with highly particular
vested interests. Though this sort of catering
to public desires for a reassuring misunderstanding of system-world affairs may be
particularlytypical of executive branch politics under what Lowi (1985) has recently
called the "plebiscitarypresidency," a similar
mode of thought is important to much
oppositional, populist politics.9 It is because
populistpolitics are in this sense a responseto
the divide between system world and lifeworld that they are endemic to modern and
modernizing societies. In modern societies,
state and economy require and continually
extend indirect relationships.The most powerful determinants of the general shape of
society and of the web of relationshipswithin
which individualswill operatethus can not be
understood through extension of life-world
ways of understandingto the system-world.
Communal movements (and other social
movements) respond to this by defending
aspects of life which are not reducible to
either state or economic organization. Fre9 Indeed, it appearseven in the work of knowledgeable
social scientists seeking to reacha broadpublic audience,
as for example in Habits of the Heart, a recent best
selling book by Robert Bellah and several associates
(1985). Habits calls for a renewal of communitarian
commitmentsand a reigning in of American individualism, without seriously considering the political, economic or social structuralfeatures of American society
which fundamentallydifferentiatetoday's communitylife
from that which supportedNew Englandtown meetings.
The problems of scale, of the vulnerability of local
communitiesto corporateand governmentdecisions over
which they have little control (or even potential for
control), and the essential distance between most people
and their political representatives are side-stepped in
favor of an implication that getting involved in local
organizationsand communityactivities is sufficient to a
majorresocializationof Americanlife. (Partof the basis
for their notion of the sufficiency of such involvementsis
their focus on the satisfaction which they believe
individualswill reap from such commitments,as distinct
from the practical efficacy of those commitments).
Despite the perceptiveness and readabilityof the book,
one concludes that its avoidance of these hard issues
raised by the tension between system-world and lifeworld was a condition of its reachingthe extraordinarily
broad audience it did.
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quently, however, their approach to this
struggledoes not in itself provide a defense of
one of the most central of those aspects, the
public sphere, understoodas a free space of
public discourse, neither state nor market.
This resultsin a limitationon the capacityof a
directlycommunalmovementto deal with the
most powerful nexus of social organization.
Community life can be understoodas the
life people live in dense, multiplex, relatively
autonomous networks of social relationships
(Calhoun, 1980, 1986). Community, thus, is
not a place, or simply a small scale
populationaggregate, but a mode of relating,
variable in extent. Though communities may
be larger than the immediate personal networks of individuals, they can in principlebe
understood by an extension of the same
lifeworld terms.10These terms become intuitive precisely within communities (including
especially the family and other primarily
relationships).Within a community, as within
a kinship-basedsocial organization,an unmet
person need not be completely a stranger,for
he or she can always be placed within an
intuitive field, identified by a readily recognizable kind of relationship(a distantcousin,
someone relatedby marriageto a friend, etc.)
This is not equally true of people met from
outside the communal field. While some
direct relationships extend far afield, this
happens usually with minimal density of
network formation. Most understandingsof
strangers will be based not on ideas of the
nature of their relationship to one, but on
categoricalidentifies:they are blacks, whites,
rich, poor, Baptists, Jews, etc. These categories may imply certain modes of relating to
people, but the abstract category takes
precedence. Where no direct relationship is
established, the abstract category dominates
completely, often as a stereotype. In modem
societies, most of the information we have
about membersof other communities, and in
generalaboutpeople differentfrom ourselves,
comes not through any direct relationships,
even the casual ones formed constantly in
urban streets and shops. Rather, it comes
throughprint and electronic media.
'0 Communities need not be limited to spatially
concentrated populations, as Webber (1967) observed
years ago. Nonetheless, it is rare for any "community
without propinquity"to exhibit a comparablemultiplexity of relationshipsto a local community, even where its
members are densely and systematically linked to one
another, as in an academic field.

Changingpatternsof mediatedcommunication thus combine with the increasing compartmentalizationof communityto produce a
deterioration in public discourse. We are
aware of others (a notable accomplishmentof
mass media, as classically of cities), but we
are not in discourse with them. Not only do
large scale phenomena of modem markets,
capitalist production organization, and the
state all appearbaffling when seen in termsof
the ethical and sociological categories of the
lifeworld.These systemicorganizations,based
on indirectsocial relationships,also minimize
the frequency of public interaction among
people differentfrom one another.Intergroup
relationsare managedby formalorganizations
and mediated communications,not by direct
personal contacts. The classic Frankfurt
school point about how impoverished our
culturalcategoriesbecome, how poorly suited
they are to critical recognitionof basic social
processes and alternatives, needs to be
complementedby realizationthat reinvigoration of public culturewould requirea new set
of social foundationsfor public discourse.
COMMUNITARIANPOLITICS,SYSTEM
INTEGRATIONAND PUBLIC
DISCOURSE
The great cities of the late 18th to early 20th
centuries were the locus classicus of moder
democraticpublic life, continuingeven in the
era of the nation-statea more than 2000 year
old traditionholding the city to be the most
properunit for democraticgovernment(Dahl
and Tufte, 1973). The ideal of the polis was
not abandonedas the shape and economic basis of cities changed. In 1905, for example,
Frederick Howe Oescribedthe city of commerce and industry as "the hope of democracy." Such cities broughttogetherpeople of
different backgrounds, occupations, and
classes. They providedpublic spaces for communicationacross these differences. They allowed for word of mouth to spread political
informationquickly. They supporteda wide
range of newspapers and other publications.
Political organization and mobilization were
encouragednot only by the existence of closely
knit neighborhoodsbut by proximity to centers of governmentand otherfoci for action.I
1 Of course such cities were different from the
classical polis and from late medieval and early modem
cities in a numberof ways. Crucially,perhaps,they were
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Urban public life is challenged by the
growth of cities (or more precisely urban
areas)to a size, and in a socio-spatialpattern,
which allows members of different constituent urban communities successfully to avoid
direct relations with each other. While cities
have always been fractionated by class,
ethnicity, occupation and other divisions,
large scale has combined with urban sprawl
and explicit developmentplans to allow much
urban diversity to be masked. Elites are
shielded from the poor, particularly, but a
variety of middle and working class groups
are able to go about their urban lives in an
almost complete lack of urbane contact with
and awareness of each other. Moreover,
various traditional solidarities have been
weakened, so that these groups are less and
less frequently reproducedby the socialization of new members from within, as in
ethnic ghettos. Increasinglythey are enclaves
of people who have made similar life-style
choices. These life-style enclaves-especially
suburban and exurban ones-are characterized by an extraordinaryhomophilia (primarily in non-sexual senses). They are also
the most rapidly growing (and economically
thriving)communities in America.12
The very demographic growth of cities
accompanied a decline in their centrality to
patterns of integration of large scale social
systems. Where cities of less than 100,000
had anchored economic and power relations
of the largest existing scale in early modem
Europe, cities of 10 million are today almost
fully absorbedinto vastly largerscale international economic systems and domestic political systems. This mismatch between the
urban scale of classical public life and the
much larger scale of system integrationin a
world of indirect relationships and spacemuch less salient as "power-containers"(Giddens, 1985)
than their predecessors. The extension of modem state
apparatuses meant that power was no longer as
geographicallylocalized.
12This makes such enclaves as different from
traditionalsmall towns as from cities organized so as to
promote contact among members of heterogeneous
groups. Relativelyhomogeneousenclaves are particularly
prevalenton the rapidlygrowing fringes of centralcities.
The total percentage of the population living in such
fringe communitiesgrew by more than 32% in the decade
ending in 1980. Such fringe developments now house
well over a third of the U.S. population, though they
sheltered less than 27% in 1970; 43.9% of the U.S.
populationlives inside metropolitanstatisticalareas, but
outside centralcities (U.S. Bureauof the Census, 1986).

transcendingtechnology is a central reason
for the deteriorationof urbanpublic life. The
city of Phoenix, for example, has grown
rapidly, but it has not become correspondingly urbane. An importantreason is that its
populationis spreadover a large terrainwhich
the city (unlike its EasternU.S. counterparts)
has easily annexed. Within this large field, a
variety of residential and commercial developments function in decentralized ways,
supportinga privatized,air-conditioned,automobile and media based style of life.13 The
city is in many ways like a cluster of suburbs
(see Jackson, 1985). Increasingly city living
has become a consumer option, ratherthan a
dictate of economic necessity. In America
particularly, the population remains highly
mobile and employment is often not in the
community of residence, so social bonds in
most urban (and fringe) communities are
relatively weak.14

Cities are still the scene of a variety of
social movements and political struggles.
These include efforts to defend particular
cultural groups and lifestyles and to achieve
satisfactory levels of public services and
amenities. Castells (1983) has offered perhaps
the most comprehensive general assessment.
But Castells is forced to conclude that these
movements
are not agentsof structuralsocial change,but
symptomsof resistanceto the socialdomination
even if, in theireffortto resist, they do have
majoreffectson cities andsocieties.
Thereasonfor thisdefensiverole is thatthey
are unable to put forwardany historically
commufeasibleprojectof economicproduction,
nication,or government.(1983:329)
Behind this incapacity lies, primarily, the
mismatch of local scale to state and international level system integration.
There is strengthin local urbancommuni13 We should not forget, of course, that the vast
majorityof New York City's populationlives outside of
the Manhattanwhich forms our image of its urbanity;
many go months or years at a time without visiting
Manhattan.
14
It has long been possible for residence to be a
consumerchoice separablefrom location of employment,
especially in the U.S. (Katznelson, 1986). Improved
communicationtechnology and recent trends in population redistributionallow community-lifeto be even more
easily compartmentalizedso that cross-cutting ties are
few, as each local group relates to the governmentand
national markets, but not to others (Kasarda, 1980;
Calhoun, 1986).
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ties, including those which people have built
self-consciously as well as those in which
they have found themselves for otherreasons.
The triumphof gesellschaft over gemeinschaft
has not been the complete destructionof the
latter so much as its compartmentalizationas
one of a variety of lifestyle choices. But this,
of course, fundamentallychanges its significance. In Habermas's terms, social integration (based on the life-world) is unable to
cope with the issues of system-integration.
The lifeworld may not be so fully colonized
that it ceases to exist in meaningfulways, but
thoughit holds out an ideal for a betterquality
of social relationsit cannotconstitutea viable
alternativeto system integration.Andre Gorz
has put the matterin another,perhapspithier,
way in respondingto the Marxist utopia of a
society directly and voluntarilywilled by its
membersin accord with their true natures:
now indicatesthatit is impossibleto
Everything
createa highlyindustrialized
society(andhence
a world order)which presentsitself to each
individualas the desiredoutcomeof his or her
free social cooperationwith otherindividuals.
Thereis a differencein both scale and nature
betweencommunalworkor life andthe social
totality.Althoughit may be possibleto build
highlyconsciouscommunitythroughtotalpersonalinvolvementin cooperativeactivity,conflicts and affectiverelations,so thateveryone
assuresthe cohesionof what they feel to be
"their"community,societyas a wholewill still
remaina systemof relationsembodiedin and
governedby institutionalorganizations,infrastructuresof communicationand production,
anda geographical
and socialdivisionof labor
whoseinertiais its guaranteeof continuityand
efficacy.(1982:76)
Community strength and local involvement, though powerful bases for mobilization, do not constitute adequate bases for
democracy. Democracy must depend also on
the kind of public life which flourished in
cities, not as the direct extension of communal bonds, but as the outgrowth of social
practices which continually broughtdifferent
sorts of people into contact with each other,
and which gave them adequate bases for
understanding each other and managing
boundary crossing relations.15As important
15A
key to this, Sennett (1977) has argued, is the
cultural availability of a differentiatedpanoply of social
roles. One of the transformationsof the modem era has
been the destructionof our acceptanceof roles in favor of
a demand for intimacy and immediacy in nearly all

as community-basedmobilizations are, they
must be complemented by some sort of
revival of public discourse, and larger scale
organizationslike political parties to support
it.16 This is in part a cultural issue, but one

with crucial social structuralfoundations,and
one linked directlyto informationtechnology.
COMMUNICATIONSMEDIA,
POLITICALPOWERAND
PUBLIC DISCOURSE
Ginsberg(1986) has arguedrecently that one
of the key bases for the growth and
intensificationof "democratic"governments
has been their sensitivity to public opinion.
Public opinion in this sense, however, is
really the sum of private opinions. Putatively
democraticgovernmentsattendto such opinion through an elaborate technology of
polling and other forms of communication.
They ascertain what the aggregate of dispersed individuals and small special interest
groups want, but do not nurture a public
discourse in which these various groups and
individualsmay consider their respective and
collective wants and possibly modify them.
But it is only because governmentdoes attend
to their expressed wants and desires that
people are willing to grant it-often without
resistance-so many powers. Nonetheless,
such a responsive governmentgains a considerable measure of autonomy from its very
ability to manageresponsesto public opinion,
to mold that opinion, and on occasion to
conjureit up to order. At least partiallylost to
both theory and practicalreality, under such
circumstances, is a conception of public
sphere as interactivelyconstitutedby citizens
relationships. As a result, we are uneasy in any
relationships with people basically different from us
which cannot plausiblybe handledon intimateor at least
familiarterms, and choose to avoid them or reduce their
contents to mere banalities. We are apparentlyunable to
endure significantdifferences of opinion with people not
knit to us by strong social bonds. Public life must
collapse under such circumstances.
16 Not all advocates of the various new
populisms
neglect this by any means. Some of the GermanGreens
have given it considerablethought, and in the U.S. Harry
Boyte's Projecton a New Public Philosophyexemplifies
the effort to combine communal resurgencewith public
discourse (see Boyte, 1984, and Evans, and Boyte,
1985.) See also Barber(1984), whose practicalsuggestions in the second half of his book are designed to
complement the liberal democratic institutions he subjects to hostile criticism in the first half.
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and distinct from both state and economy
(Habermas, 1962, 1964; Garnham, 1986;
Held, 1980:260-67). The public life on which
democracydependsmust be more than simply
the ability of governmentsto spreadmessages
widely, and to receive messages from dispersed individuals. The dispersal of citizens
into spatially deconcentrated and internally
homogeneous communities reduces avenues
for such discourse.
As de Tocqueville (1840) long ago observed, state power may easily grow in the
apparent service of an individualistic mass.
Strong intermediate associations of various
kinds are essential both to the protection of
minority viewpoints form a tyranny of the
majority and to creating the occasion for a
diverse participation in public discourse.
Though various voluntary organizations still
thrive, cities have declined as bases for public
discourse at an intermediate level, and
governmenthas abdicatedthe role of encouraging it. Likewise, moder mass communication media, especially broadcastmedia, tend
not to nurture a role for such intermediate
associations. They in many ways undermine
political parties-for example by focusing on
the personalities of a few leaders ratherthan
the programof the party as a whole, and by
insisting that public statementsbe made on a
grab-bag of specific issues as opposed to
development of a coherent statement of a
party's overall position (Garnham, 1986:50).
Rather than creating spatially concentrated
publics, they link individuals directly into a
very large "super-public".Within this large
arena, individualscan feel a sense of intimacy
with public figures they have never seen in
person, let alone met, but whose faces appear
nightly in theirliving rooms and whose voices
are as soothingly familiar as those of close
friends. The broadcast media audience is
extremely diverse, but these media do little to
link membersof the audience to one another.
The situation is, thus, different from that of
urban newspapers in their heyday.17 Where
urban newspapers once informed and sometimes galvanized heterogeneous but spatially
concentratedurban publics, broadcastmedia
17Habermas describes the creation of the public
sphere in terms of the promotion of many newspapers
each expressing specific interpretiveorientations:"newspaperschangedfrom mere institutionsfor the publication
of news into bearers and leaders of public opinionweapons of party politics" (1964:53, quoting Karl
Bucher).

neither create nor serve particularpublics in
which directly interpersonaldiscourse readily
shapes the social appropriationof news or
other information. They are in too large a
degree one-way means of communication;
they reach people for the most part in
spatially and socially dispersed, privatized
settings. They provide an informationalenvironment, but do not foster public discourse.
The gradual growth of newspapers was a
major advance over word of mouth, and an
importantresponseto the rising scale of social
integration.Literacywas the key condition of
access to print media. It was not simply
offered by elites to the masses, but was
gained in a long struggle of both selfeducation and campaigns for state-supported
schooling.18This strugglewas fought, in part,
because people began to recognize themselves
as members of large scale, interlocking,
constantly shifting and expanding social
systems. What went on in capital cities and
great international markets was able-because of the integrationof these economic and
political systems-to have an almost immediate impact at home in a provincial town. Not
only were membersof local communitiesable
to 'overcome their intellectual isolation, in
other words, they were unable to escape
incorporation into emerging national and
world systems. Literacy and eager pursuitof
the news was a way to cope and a means for
trying to maintainsome capacity for socially
effective action in the face of the enormous
vulnerabilityto distant fores this transformation brought.19As Thompson (1968:791) has
18 British workers
struggled remarkably in the late
18th and 19th centuries to educate themselves, to read
widely, and to follow the news (Webb, 1955; Harrison,
1961; Thompson, 1968; Laqueur, 1976). In the U.S.,
widespread, ultimately universal public education (for
whites) was gained with less political struggle (especially
less carried out in class terms) and was organized
primarily on local foundations which allowed broader
participation in policy-making (Katznelson and Weir,
1985). Nonetheless, many Americanworkers, especially
immigrants,struggled to achieve literacy and labored in
continuingself-education.
19Similarly, voting was a formal mechanismto allow
influence over a representative government by those
subject to its actions. Voting rights were hard won in
some cases, but often governmentsrealized that elections
gave popular groups a chance to voice their wants in
ways elites could control (which, in turn, posed a
problem for oppositional socialist or working class
organizationswhich were likely either to be drawn into a
moderate government centered orbit, or weakened by
strict refusal to participate(see Katznelsonand Zolberg,
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noted, this struggle and the struggle over
freedomof the press were waged in large part
to build and maintaina public.20
This form of public grew as an older one
waned in late eighteenth and early nineteenth
century cities. The older form of public was
based on face to face communications, and
necessarily was more limited in scale (and
therebyoften more elitist). Such face to face
publics formed amongst theatreaudiences, in
coffee houses and pubs, and at various sorts
of events from speeches to hangings.21The
newspaper public was not, especially in its
earlier years, in any way at odds with
face-to-face communication.On the contrary,
newspaperswere often read aloud in pubs and
formed the basis for political and other
discussions in a variety of settings. Alexis de
Tocqueville saw newspapersas the necessary
means of coordinating action in large scale
democracies.
In order that an association amongst a democratic people should have any power, it must be
a numerous body. The persons of whom it is
composed are therefore scattered over a wide
extent, and each of them is detainedin the place
of his domicile by the narrownessof his income,
or by the small unremittingexertions by which
he earns it. Means then must be found to
converse every day without seeing each other,
and to take steps in common without having
met. Thus hardlyany democraticassociationcan
do without newspapers(1840:135).

But of course newspapers, like other media,
may serve entertainment or other goals
instead of or in addition to political informa1986, esp. Zolberg's summaryessay). And by cateringto
those known wants at least to some extent, they could
make strong government palatable and pacify large
populations. It was much more importantto keep civil
peace when strikes or riots could unsettle a carefully
integrated national or internationalsystem than it had
been in the middle ages when most unresthad only local
consequences (Ginsberg, 1986:Ch. 1).
20 Habermas
(1962, 1964) also sees newspapers as
central to the constitution of the classical bourgeois
public sphere of the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. Habermas'sattentionis focused, however, on
the tension between the essentially bourgeois nature of
liberal notions of the public sphere such as were
incorporatedin the first moder constitutions and the
growth of capitalism which undermined those institutions. He neglects the extent to which artisans and
workers were able to develop significant capacities for
public discourse.
21 See the
splendid evocation of this sort of public in
Sennett (1977); on hangings as public events, see D.
Hay, et al (1975).
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tion and mobilization. In the mid-nineteenth
centurylurid crime stories and other forms of
apolitical news-as-entertainment began to
predominate over politics in the popular
press.22

The telegraph and later the telephone
brought quicker news without undermining
the centrality of the newspaper. The latter
remained the means of getting information
from any specific and hence relatively narrow
source to the broaderpublic. The heyday of
modem printjournalism-including its more
lurid tabloid and banner headline formscoincided with these technologies. Nonethe22

And in the present day U.S., apolitical tabloid
newspapers like the National Inquirer reach a much
largeraudience than the New YorkTimes. In his critique
of the way in which an entertainmentethos destroys
public discourse, Neil Postman (1986) exaggerates the
extent to which the core issue is one of print culture vs.
visual and oral culture. Theatricalentertainmentsoften
occasioned public discourse in the eighteenth and early
nineteenthcenturies, while newspaperscould degenerate
into the most debased forms of mere entertainment
without public discourse (as a quick review of the
tabloids at any American supermarketcheckout counter
will confirm today). In exaggerating the influence of
medium as such, Postman, whose critique otherwise
largely hits the mark, underestimatesthe importanceof
societal scale and organization.
On the other hand, there is danger in looking at
changes from too limited a historical perspective.
Anthony Smith suggests a plausible scenario for the
future of journalism based on a radical split within the
profession as it comes to serve two different sorts of
audiences:
The new journalist will be either a technician of
entertainment-newsor a specialist with a loyalty to his
subject matter resembling that of an academic rather
than a spot-news reporter. A great division seems
inevitable between these two groups: the one catering
to a kind of informationhelotry, for whom the rightto
know has been subtly transmutedinto the right to be
entertained;the other catering to an enlarged class of
well-informed people who have themselves acquired
the ability to evaluate and handle sources and compare
differentversions of the same event. (1980:206)
Computer-assistedinformation media do indeed allow
users to make their own selections among information
without relying on editors to the degree contemporary
newspaperreaders must do. But on the other hand, we
need to ask just how new other aspects of Smith's
scenario really are. Is this not ratherlike late Victorian
and EdwardianEngland with its proliferationof penny
dreadfulsand sensationalisticcrime reportingfor one part
of the populationand its nurturancenot only of several
great newspapersbut of a numberof the world's oldest
surviving intellectual weeklies? Are we perhaps simply
coming full circle? Is Max Headroom's Channel 23
completely unlike the London Evening Standard in the
era of Disraeli's "two nations"?Are there not echoes of
the Victorianin the putativelypost-modern?
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less, newspapersstill addressedand helped to
constitute specific spatially concentratedpublics. Major cities had several papers, which
competed not just in how fast they got the
news out, but in what they made of it. They
were organs of opinion and commentary,
representing direct political viewpoints and
sometimes organized groups.23
Gradually,though, the ethic of journalistic
objectivity took hold. For one thing, editors
had found that their political stands offended
too many readers. In catering to the lowest
common denominatorof their readers, they
began a trend which has continued and
enormously magnified by broadcast media.
More importantly,the numberof newspapers
shrank. Sales in each city came to be
dominatedby one or a few. The consolidation
of papers furthered the need for each to
attempt to speak neutrally to the broadest
possible audience. As papersmoved closer to
monopoly, they moved away from their stress
on "divisive" political stands.24 Headlines
became much less important,partly because
of subscriptiondelivery, but also because the
new technologies of radio and later television
became people's source for the first news of
an event. Newspapers became a means of
following up stories of which readers were
often already aware.25 Depth and balance
became more important standardsin coverage.
Contraryto widespreadopinion, television
has not killed the newspaper. First off,
newspapersare surviving, though not without
severe trials and tribulations.But though TV
helped to change newspapers, it did not
eliminate a demand for detailed news reporting. If anyone or anythingis to be blamed for
the passing of the old-fashioned newspaper,
Anthony Smith suggests,
it should be the city itself, whose medium the

as
was-the city thathasdisappeared
newspaper
23 Even when wire services began to provide the bulk
of the contents to the lesser papers, the proportionof
local editorial content was often high and local editors
played a major role in shaping the presentationof wire
service information.
24
They also moved towards cost-cutting technologies
as a means of increasing profit margins. On these and
other aspects of newspapers in this transition see A.
Smith (1980); M. Schudson (1979).
25 Or of
getting news the other media overlooked-but
then, the stories which aren't "hot" enough for radio and
TV are generallynot those which would have sold papers
throughheadlines and vendors' cries in an earlier era.

a basic unit of residence. . . . Since the end of
World War II, the Americancity has become an
interlinked network of town and suburb, its
streets turned into islands by the truck routes
along which cars rush their passengers into
distantsuburbs,which only empty wildernessor
small towns. The new total megalopolitan
constructhas broken down the social habits on
which newspaper circulation depended. (1980:
31)

The key competition for the old urban
newspapershas come from the new suburban
dailies. The establishednewspapershave met
this competitionprimarilyby creatingspecialized editions for their different (mostly
geographicallydefined) readerships.
None of the great newspapers, thus,
represents (or helps define) a common,
spatially compact public as much as it once
did. This function is increasinglybeing taken
over by more limited circulationlocal papers
and specialized local editions, to the extent
that it occurs at all. But in fact, the master
trendof urbanchange has undonemuch of the
function of local public life itself. Few
important activities are contained within a
local realm;even majorcities have much less
autonomy of action with regard to economic
affairs thanthey had two generationsago. For
all but the strongesturbancenters, the bulk of
importanteconomic decisions will be taken
by corporateactorsremoved from the locality
in question. And as recent patternsof capital
mobility have shown, even cities which house
corporateheadquarterscannot expect to exert
much control over firms or they will simply
move their business elsewhere (Bluestone and
Harrison, 1982). Even with regard to their
own finances and operations-schools, police, etc-cities are highly dependent on
national governments. Few classic small
towns remain, let alone preserve a high level
of autonomy.26Intermediatebodies continue
to decline in favor of media and organizations
relating individuals to the state without
relatingthem first to each other.
There are some newspapersin every setting
which function as general information re26

By a 'classic small town' I refer to one in which
population is not only small but complete for potential
reproduction-including thus a full range of ages, and a
sufficient economic diversityof productionto carryon its
affairs with a minimum of external dependence for
everyday life. A town which, like many suburbs,cannot
provide its own service people for basic household
maintenancecould not qualify by this criterion.
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sources. If you want to know more about
what the U.S. President said yesterday, you
can look it up in one of the major dailies. In
the U.S., the New YorkTimeshas long billed
itself as such a "newspaperof record;" it is
increasingly used in that way nationally, and
others are beginning to assume a similar
nationalrole. Conversely, papersnot attempting to play this role tend often to cut down on
depth and breadth of national and international coverage in order to concentrate on
mattersof local interest. Not only specialized
readership but the high cost of printing
additionalpages leads papers to cut back on
their contents. Even more dramatically,
magazine readershiphas become specialized.
There are still general purposenewsweeklies,
but there are also a plethoraof magazines for
circumscribedgroups from runners and sailors to art collectors, computerbuffs, dissident
intellectuals of several brands and church
people of various denominations. Cable
television providesa more specialized alternative to broadcast media; it offers a much
wider range of channels more cheaply than
the conventional networks can maintaintheir
more "general purpose" (or lowest common
denominator) programming. Its impact has
not been as great or as rapid as was
commonly forecast, however. New communications and computertechnologies may have
a similar (and similarly gradual)impact.
Despite the changes cable television is
producing, television remains different from
print media in some crucial ways. Though it
is common for elites (including prodemocratic elites) to focus primarily on
criticisms of television, it is worth noting that
it has some advantages from a democratic
point of view. By comparison with print
media, access to television is extremely easy
(Meyorowitz, 1985:74-81). It requires none
of the arduous learning of literacy and has
few special access codes. Moreover, broadcast media are actually fairly inexpensive
from the individual viewer/listener's point of
view. The vast majorityof costs are borne by
advertisers;in effect, the media are financed
by selling viewers or listeners to advertisers,
something obscured by terming viewers or
listeners the consumers of TV or radio. Of
course advertising costs are passed on to
consumers, but nonetheless they do not
appear as direct charges and thus inhibit
access to the flow of information. Perhaps
most importantly,television is in two senses a

highly general medium by comparison to
print. First, it reaches a much largeraudience,
and one much more heterogeneous than
readers of newspapers (let alone books, a
highly specialized information medium). In
the United States, 115,000 hardcover sales
are generally enough to make a book one of
the top twenty-five sellers of a year. A
successful prime-time TV show, by contrast
is expected routinely to attract 25 to 40
million viewers to each of its episodes
(Meyorowitz, 1985:85, 348). This audience
contains an enormousvariety of people:
Because of differencesin coding, electronic
media have led to a breakdownof the
specializedand segregatedinformation-systems
shapedby print. There is now much greater
sharingof information
amongdifferentsections
of the population.Whatmanypeoplelearnand
experiencethroughelectronicmediahave relatively little to do with their age, traditional
education,andsocialposition.In termsof what
and how muchpeoplewatchon television,for
example, the similaritiesamong various age
groups,races,sexes, andclassesaremuchmore
strikingthanthedifferences.(Meyrowitz,1985:
79).27

The second sense in which broadcastmedia
are more 'general' than print media is that
people are much broaderin their selection of
topics to watch on television than they are
topics to read about in newspapersor books.
There are a variety of reasons for this ranging
from the simple difficulty of reading as
opposed to TV watching, the public natureof
purchasinga book on a topic by comparison
to the privatedecision to watch a TV show on
the same topic, and the tendency for people
simply to leave the TV on throughoutblocks
of unstructuredtime, watching whatever is
available (or at least, making their choice
from among the limited range of offerings
during a time period when they have decided
to watch). Cable TV may change this
27
Indeed, Meyrowitz reports studies showing that
households with incomes under $10,000 a year watch an
averageof 47 hoursand 3 minutesof television per week;
those with incomes over $30,000 watch 47 hours and 50
minutes a week. Similarly, college graduateswatch 90%
as much TV as the overall population. Because of easy
access, it is less common for any particularchannelto be
as much restrictedto communicationamongst elites as
many print channels are: e.g. professional journals,
"intellectual" magazines and other publications which
have elaborate access codes consisting of complex
jargon, frequentreferencesto specialist literature,etc.
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somewhat, but not to the point where
television viewership resembles print media:

Broadcast media have other faults when it
comes to fostering democratic public life.
they present their information widely,
New technologies, therefore,are certainto break Though
it is a very thin amount of information. The
up the monolithic power of network television,
but they are unlikely to divide the audience into script of an average television evening news
clear and traditional categories of age, sex, broadcast, for example, amounts to less than
two columns of text on a page of The New
religion, class, and education. The increase in
electronic sources of informationwill not return York Times. Among other things this induces
us to the segregated systems of print because an extreme selectivity (Hallin, 1986), though
almost every person will be able to attendeasily selection biases may not be as apparent to
to almost any source. New subgroups may viewers as analytic biases in print media.
develop, but they will be less distinct, less Moreover, television is a relatively weak
stable, and less recognizable.(Meyrowitz, 1985: medium for flow of abstract information or
88-89)
analysis, though it is a strong one for
Here we see one of the features of conveying impressions, emotional force and
broadcast media which is more mixed in its unconscious expressions of feeling tone. This
is one reason, perhaps, why people have such
implications for democratic politics. While
a
high level of trust in television news
TV (and to a lesser extent radio) knit very
feel that they know them
personalities-they
large populations into a common informational environment, they do not facilitate the and that they could see the signs of any
deception or dissembling in a way they could
formation of spatially concentrated publics.
not if they were dependent on print media.29
Spatial concentration is generally a prerequisite for dense, multiplex networks of social Partly as a result of this, television tends to
sorts which most readily lead people to substitute their personal
relationships-the
form the bases for participatory democratic impressions and affections for rational or
abstract analysis.30 This is the source of a
political movements. TV addresses an audience remarkably removed from any spatial
identity:

Nonetheless, it seems unlikely that physical place and
social place will be totally dissociated. The electronic
mediaextend the contributionof transportationinfrastructuresto allowing people to make choices of residence, for
example, in which they maximize certain social criteria
about those with whom they want to live, increasingly
free from economic dictates about spatial concentration
nearplaces of work (which in turnhad to be nearenergy,
raw materialor informationsources). This may result in a
closer matchingof spatial identityto social identity, even
while it is based on space-transcending technology
(Calhoun, 1986).
29 Roper surveys indicate that television has been
viewed as the most believable source of news by the
majorityof the Americanpeople since 1961; since 1968 it
has held close to a two-to-one advantagein trustover the
next most believable source, newspapers. In 1978, 47%
of Americans polled by The Roper Organization
identified television as the most believable news source
compared to 28% for newspapers. 67% said they got
most of their news from TV (Sanders, 1986:21). Overall
confidence in TV as an institutionhas declined somewhat
since the 1970s, however (Gallup Report #253, p. 3,
Oct. 1986). See Meyrowitz (1985:106) for further
28
While Meyrowitz's general point is on-target, the discussion.
30 It needs to be remembered, though, that in
last part of this passage needs qualification. The
experience of electronically mediated communication pre-electroniceras, the majorityof the people were not
tends to be spaceless, and to require no particular necessarily heavy readers using print material and
proximity to the recipient of a message. Space is conversation in the course of formulating rational,
transcended more completely than with print media abstract evaluations of political issues or candidates.
where some physical transportation of objects was Even in eras of high democratic political mobilization,
necessary to long-distance communication, and much like the late 19th CenturyU.S., voters were swayed by
more completely than with oral communication which demagogues, favors from political machines and other
required actual co-presence of speaker and listener. less than perfect influences.

Although oral and print cultures differ greatly,
the bond between physical place and social place
was common to both of them. Print, like all new
media, changed the patternsof informationflow
to andfrom places. As a result, it also changed
the relative statusand power of those in different
places. Changes in media in the past have
always affected the relationshipamong places.
They have affected the informationthat people
bring to places and the informationthat people
have in places. But the relationship between
place and social situationwas still quite strong.
Electronicmedia go one step further:They lead
to a nearly total dissociation of physical place
and social "place." When we communicate
through telephone, radio, television, or computer, where we are physically no longer
determines where and who we are socially.
(Meyrowitz, 1985:115).28
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feature of the Regan presidency which has
continually baffled print-orientedcommentators: the man attracts strong affection and
loyalty, even from people who disapproveof
his policies. In February1982, only 47% of
the nationalpopulationapprovedof "the way
Ronald Reagan is handling his job as
President,"while 70% approvedof him "as a
person" (The Gallup Report #199, April
1982, pp. 21, 31). During the early 1987
controversyover the sale of arms to Iran and
the gift of the proceeds to "contra" forces
fighting against the Nicaraguangovernment,
the majority of Americans thought Ronald
Reaganwas lying to the Americanpeople, but
a large percentage of these same Americans
expressed approval of him as president
(Harris, 1987). This seems unlikely to
indicate a general position in favor of lying
presidents. Rather, it seems an example of a
prominentfeatureof political judgmentunder
the influence of broadcastmedia:
In an electronic age . . . it is quite possible that

withwhom
manypeoplewill voteforcandidates
theylargelydisagree,or vote againstcandidates
who share their political philosophy. Such
voting behaviorwould be unthinkableif the
votershad access to transcriptsof the candidates' speechesand policy statements;it only
makessensewhenthe votersfeel they "know"
the candidatespersonally.(Meyrowitz,1985:
103)31

In one respect, Meyrowitz' point should be
stated more strongly. Many, perhaps most,
Americanvoters do have access to transcripts
of candidates' and office holders' speeches
and policy statements.They choose to ignore
these in favor of the more persuasive, easier
and apparently personal medium of
31 As King and Schudson (1987) and others have
emphasized, this is not a feature unique to the Reagan
presidency. Despite his reputation as "the Great
Communicator,"poll data do not indicate that Reagan's
personalpopularityis remarkablyhigh for an incumbent
president,or that the gap between personal approvaland
approvalof his policies was substantiallygreaterthan for
other recent presidentsfor whose administrationscomparable data exists. In fact, Reagan's approvalrating was
lower than Carter'safter two months in office, after one
year and after two years. According to King and
Schudson, "the press consistently assumed a degree of
popularitythat was not reflected in the polls" (1987, p.
37). Television is certainly not the only factor contributing to a disparitybetween personal approvaland policy
approval;it may well be that Americans simply want to
like their president.

television.32In this and other ways, television
is less importantas a channel for conveying
specific bits of informationthan as a general
informationalenvironmentwhich establishes
the frame of reference of much of our
thought. As Meyrowitz sums up:
Althoughtelevisionandradiomaynotmarkedly
of many
increasepeople's true understanding
issues, they provide large segmentsof the
populationwithat leastsurfacefamiliaritywith
a broadrangeof topicsandwithpeoplein very
differentlife situations.Thisfamiliarity
helpsto
decreasethe strangenessand "otherness"of
others.(Meyrowitz,1985:85)
Television greatly increases our sense of
belonging to a particular population-say
citizens of the United States-but it does not
give us direct or individually recognizable
relationships with the members of that
population (except for the partly spurious
sense of familiarity we may have with
politicians, newscastersand soap opera stars).
Rather,it relates us diffusely and indirectlyto
everyone else, and especially to the centralized institutionswhich determineand produce
what goes on the air. Television also gives us
a pervasive sense of belonging to a category- Americans- and to a varietyof constituent categories-whites, Christians,Republicans, the middle class, etc. But these
categories are not constructedout of relationships among their members-as are ethnic
neighborhoods,churchesand political parties.
To belong to one of them may be a basis for
deciding opinions, or even a motivation for
individual action, but is not a basis for
concertedcollective action.33
32 In this
respect also we can see television as

extending a rhetoriccharacteristicof the moder age, a
"jargonof authenticity"in Adorno's (1964) phrase. This
is the emphasis on the sincerity of a speaker over and
above other criteriaof evaluationof what he or she says.
It can be traced in some ways to a Rousseauianbelief in
the inherentgoodness of our deepest natures,individualistically combined with the notion that our truest selves
lie buried beneath social masks (and hence a distrustof
too manifestly carefully preparedexterior presentations
of self). It is an anti-intellectualimpulse in many ways,
but one with a proudintellectualpedigree. See Sennett's
interesting discussion of "J'accuse," Emile Zola's
interventioninto the Dreyfus affair (1977:240-51).
33 Of course, belonging to a recognizable category
may make it easier for strangers to begin to develop
social bonds and to undertakecollective action. Similarly, various organizationsmay appeal to membersof a
category to undertake certain actions. A television
ministry, for example, may ask its viewers for money, or
to write letters to political leaders calling for prayer in
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Complementingthe generalizing nature of
television is the substantialresegmentationof
communication fostered by many uses of
computer technology. Computer-assisteddirect mail campaigns, for example, may be a
means for a politician to subvert public
discourse by tailoring messages to different
mailing lists, thus effectively saying different
things to different groups of voters or
potential donors.34Computer-assistedpublic
opinion polling is a way for politicians (and
others) to keep abreast of how effective
various messages are among differentcategories of the population. It can thus be an
effective part of the "plebiscitarian presidency" (Lowi, 1985), enabling political
figures to be attentive to public opinion
without encouraging pubic discourse. Once
again, this means reliance on indirect,
mediated relationships between centralized
actors and dispersed individuals classified
into various categories. It is fundamentally
different from having political candidatesget
information about public opinion from the
leaders of activist organizations or other
representatives (Ginsberg, 1986:73). These
may or may not be democraticallychosen, but
sometimes, at least, representgroups formed
out of interpersonalrelationships.
Changes in how well the media support
democratic public life are due not only to
shifting technologies, but to changes in the
social, economic and governmental conditions of their use. For example, the general
trend seems to be towards reinforcementof
marketcriteria in administrationof broadcast
media. Not only has there been a reductionin
the proportionaterole of state owned channels, even these channels have been called
upon to determinetheir offerings increasingly
by similar market evaluations to those of
private stations, rejecting other definitions of
the public service mission. Their programming is increasingly contingent on ability to

attractcorporateand foundationsponsorship.
Marketshave been increasinglyinternationalized, as programmingis sold from producers
in one countryto broadcastersin another.The
divide between information-rich and
information-poorremains tied to economic
class. Not only are there different sorts of
publications and broadcast programmingfor
elites and "masses," there is an increasing
trend towards pay-TV and pay-as-you-go
computerizedinformationaccess. Many libraries, for example, are moving at least partially
away from the principle of free and open
access towardsaccess to proprietarydata on a
payment by usage basis (Garnham,
1986:38-39).35
The issue is not only one of whether the
media adequately gather and circulate information, thus making for an informed citizenry. The media are also called upon to
provide a forum for public discourse, making
for a participatorycitizenry. Such participation is all the more at issue when selectivity
among myriad bits of information must be
severe, and especially when considering
system world phenomena which are only
understandablethroughtheories and interpre-

35

In this paper, I do not propose to go into the
particularsof teletext, text-retrieval,informationutilities,
interactive video and other new technological systems.
The general tend can be summed up rathereasily. Such
systems are (a) technologically possible, (b) still rather
expensive, and (c) not very popular in the limited
versions which are presentlyavailable. Widespreadusage
will depend on both a qualitative transformationin
richness of source materialand efficiency of access, and
a vast increase in the percentage of people using
computers. If such systems proliferate, they will make
more information readily accessible to those who can
afford access to them. They may also lead to less
"accidental" readershipof general news. Especially if
people are chargedby the unit of informationor the hour
of access to a data base, they will restricttheir readingto
those materials in which they are already interested (at
least until the cost is greatly reduced from present
levels-and current FCC policy is to increase connect
schools, or to go to a demonstrationagainst abortion. In time charges). And of course many people's access could
these ways it may help to produce collective action. It be severely curtailed simply by the cost, regardless of
remainsnonetheless fundamentallydifferentfrom a local their interests. This could be unfortunatelystultifying to
churchor even a nationaldenominationbuilt out of local public discourse. In the first place, despite the apparent
churches,thoughthe people it mobilizes may also belong growth in quantityof informationgatheredby the media,
to such a relationally-formedgroup as well as to the and despite improvedefficiency of access for some, the
overall effect could be to reduce the normal availability
media-identifiedcategory.
34
Meyrowitz correctly notes that this is harderto do of general informationamong the population. It will not
with television than in face-to-face communication, but be equally possible to assume a common frame of
tends to see this as a general characteristicof electronic reference for discussion across small group boundaries.
media rather than stressing the difference between Contemporarytelevision may provide only a thin and
broadcast and other media such as computerized extremely selective basis for common awareness, but at
least it offers some.
telecommunications(1985:5).
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executives (at least in the upper reaches of
large corporations) enjoy occupations which
help to keep them intellectually active and
abreast of current affairs, most ordinary
PLEBISCITESAND PARTICIPATION
employees do not.36 Secondly, executives
at company
have excellent access-often
of
technoa
number
Despite these concerns,
information resources. The fact
of
expense-to
activities
and
enthusiasts
populist
logical
both left and right have called for going the that they-but not most workers-can spend
next step beyond public opinion polling to a company time and use company equipment in
radically plebiscitarian democracy. Reliance information gathering means that the present
on frequentreferenda, assisted by computers organization of work gives enormous political
and cable television, is often touted as a privileges to senior managers. Party politics
viable form of direct democracy for large and the use of formal organizations in
scale societies in the "information age." choosing and pressuring representatives helps
Unfortunately, most such ideas neglect the to offset this advantage; reliance on plebiimportanceof public discourse and intermedi- scites exacerbates it.37 Norberto Bobbio's
ate associations to democraticpolitics. They comment is salutary:

tative apparatuses which may be highly
skewed or at the very least contestable.

also overestimate the ease with which every
citizen could be equipped with both a
computer and a combination of necessary
technical and political skills.
John Naisbitt, for example, is among the
most popular of the authors who have held
forth computers and new communications
systems as technologies which will bring a
"more truly democratic" political system
based on nearly universal plebiscites. With
unreflective enthusiasm, Naisbitt declares
that:
Initiativesand referendaare the tools for the new
democracy. These devices furnish direct access
to political decision making, which is what
informed, educated citizens want. . . . These
new devices, the key instrumentalitiesin the
new participatorydemocracy, enable the people
to leapfrog traditionalrepresentativeprocesses
and mold the political system with their own
hands. (1982:164-5).

The hypothesis that the future 'computerocracy', as it has been called, might make direct
democracy possible, by giving all citizens the
possibility of transmitting their votes to an
electronic brain, is puerile. . .. As for the
referendum, which is the only mechanism of
direct democracy which can be applied concretely and effectively in most advanceddemocracies, this is an extraordinaryexpedient suited
only for extraordinarycircumstances. No one
can imagine a state that can be governed via
continuous appeals to the people: taking into
account the approximatenumberof laws which
are draftedin Italy every year, we would have to
call a referendumon averageonce a day. (1987:
312, 54)

Referenda suffer from three major faults
common to plebiscitarian politics in general.
They depend on the votes of individuals who
have widely varying and often inadequate
degrees of information about an issue (as well
as limited time and energy). They are
Naisbitt is eager for "the death of representaextremely vulnerable to manipulation, espe-

tive democracy and the two-partysystem":

. . . along came the communicationsrevolution
and with it an extremely well-educatedelectorate. Today, with instantaneouslysharedinformation, we know as much aboutwhat's going on as
our representatives and we know it just as
quickly . . . (1982:160).

But is this image of an instantaneously

informed electorate accurate? First, it applies

much better to the business executives
Naisbitt is primarilyaddressingthan to most
poor people or ordinaryworkers. This is not
only because the business people have
received superiorformal educations, but also
because most working people remain doubly
deprived in currentknowledge. Firstly, while

36

Indeed, executives must share in responsibilityfor a
de-skilling and de-intellectualizingof most nonmanagerial work which effectively restricts the attention many
working people give to either politics or education.
37 Naisbitt thinks unions as useless as political parties,
and holds out only the hope thatemployerswill rely more
on "participatorymanagement."But the skewed vision is
similar in both cases. Workers need collective formal
organizations precisely because the existing organizational apparatusof the employing company does not
empowerthem as individualsthe way it empowers senior
managers.To use an individualisticrhetoricto challenge
party politics is as willfully to deny the social natureof
political processes as the use of the same rhetoricagainst
unions is to refuse to see the obvious facts of
organizational and economic power structures. On
possibilities for strengtheningpolitical parties, see Price
(1983) and Goldman (1986).
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cially by costly advertisingcampaigns which
are of course disproportionatelyavailable to
those with the most money.38 And thirdly,
they are based exclusively on the votes of
individuals who are, and are likely to see
themselves as, relatively weak actors in the
largerelectoral event.39In other words, since
each individual is likely to have only a tiny
voice in the ultimateoutcome, he or she may
choose, quite reasonably, not to vote. This
weakness of individualsacts not only to lower
the percentage voting, but to skew the
distributiontowards those who have affiliations to organizations taking a stand on the
issue, or other reasons to believe that they are
voting from a positionof numericalstrength.40
Writers like Naisbitt misunderstand the
political party. A party is not-or at least
should not be-just a convenient label to clue
citizens in to candidates' stands. An effective
partyis, among other things, (a) a disciplined
organizationwhich balances divergent interests to achieve a unified platform and
legislative program, and (b) a means of
providing some consistency over time and
attention to long-term policies and issues.
Referenda and initiatives can accomplish
neitherend.
In large internally diverse societies, no
one's immediate (lifeworld) experience prepares them adequatelyfor political participation. Without public discourse, they will be
both parochialand vulnerableto manipulation
by mass media, advertisers and other large
scale collective actors.41 Though political
38 Both the nuclear
power and the tobacco industries
have spent millions of dollars to defeat citizen initiatives;
see Sabato (1981:135-8)
39 Toffler suggests adaptingsamplingtechniquesto the
plebiscitarianmodel in orderto addressboth the sense of
powerlessness and the deficiencies of time and information:

By using computers, advanced telecommunications,
and polling methods, it has become simple not only to
select a random sample of the public but to keep
updatingthat sample from day to day and to provide it
with up-to-the-minute information on the issues at
hand. (1980:426)
See also the somewhat similar suggestion worked out in
more sophisticatedterms in Burnheim(1985:110-113).
40 On the general issue of voter apathy, which of
course affects all elections, see Neumann(1986). On the
other hand, of course, a majoritywith little commitment
could outvote an intensely committed minority, producing one of democracy's centralparadoxes.
41 Advertisers bristle at the notion that their work
should be seen as anything more than simply furnishing
consumers with information;at most, they assert, they

parties are also large organizations,they can
work to counterbalancethe vulnerabilitiesof
individuals to other large organizations. The
idea of doing without such organizationsis an
illusion based on denial of the reality of
systemic complexity and scale. One might as
well propose to run the U.S. without its
communicationsinfrastructure.
Of course political parties are bureaucratic
organizationswhose managershave their own
varied interests. The increase in prominence
of TV spot advertising,direct mail campaigns
and other aspects of image and single-issue
politics have certainlyminimizedthe extent to
which campaigns can be said to be exercises
in public discourse (Salmore and Salmore,
1985). Habermasdescribes this as a
kind of 'refeudalization'
of the publicsphere.
strivefor a kindof political
Largeorganizations
withthestateandwithone another,
compromise
excludingthe publicwheneverpossible.But at
the same time they must secure at least a
plebiscitary support among the mass of the
populationthrough the development of demonstrative publicity. [1964:54; Held's (1980:262)
translation].

Without more attention to public discourse
and the social foundations of collective
action, proposals for referenda amount to
calls for just such plebiscitary support.
Reliance on referenda may bypass political
parties, but this is not an escape from the
lead people to preferone brandover anotherof a product
they will already buy. Similarly, Naisbitt scoffs at the
worry that plebiscites will be vulnerableto manipulation
by advertising:
When people really care about an issue, it doesn't
matterhow much is spent to influence their vote; they
will go with their beliefs. When an issue is
inconsequentialto the voters, buying their vote is a
snap. (1982:173)
There are a number of problems with this defense. It
ignores the difficulty voters would have figuring out
which of a huge range of choices before them were
consequential and which not. It fails to consider how
unappealingit would be for a majority to be "bought"
among voters who do not feel strongly, in oppositionto a
committedminority. Most advertising, moreover, works
not by tryingto persuadepeople by any rationalargument
what values they should hold, but by getting people to
associate values they already hold (health, beauty,
happiness, security) with a particularproduct-or issue
or candidate. Last but not least, the record shows the
best-fundedcandidatewinning an overwhelmingmajority
of elections-and in presidentialprimariesoften driving
out competitorssimply by raising the costs of campaigning to such a high level.
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power of large organizations and system
world constraints.
While direct democratic self-rule may be
impossible at the state level, various sorts of
oppositional movements nonetheless have a
role to play in democracy (which Bobbio
tends to dismiss along with plebiscites), and
an enlargement of the sphere of direct
self-government at the local level may be
possible. If we want to move away from a
politics of specialists, we will do better to
empower communitiesand other intermediate
associations than to rely on unorganized
individuals.42As Gorz suggests, commenting
specifically on the United States:
If partiescut themselvesoff fromautonomous
movements,theybecomeno morethanelectoral
machinessingingthe praisesof theirrespective

candidatesfor technocraticpower ... fundamen-

andthetransfortal debatesoverthe production
mation of society have shifted to clubs,
churches,universities,associationsand movementswhoseaim is not to exercisestatepower
over society,butto extricatethe latterfromthe
formerin orderto enlargethe areaof autonomy
whichis also the sphere
andself-determination,
of ethicalrelations.(1982:118).43
Grassrootspolitical organizing, the strengthening of local community self-government,
reforms which make most people's work less
anti-intellectual-these are much bettercandi42 This

dates for the label "participatory"than are
referenda.Each of them would help to extend
one of the (threatened) virtues of free
elections. Each would help to promotea kind
of politics which was itself educational.
Plebiscites, including referendaof the sort
more commonly advocated, work like public
opinion polls presuming discrete individual
preferences. They are based on the Rousseauian notion that everyone has somewhere
inside them a bunch of attitudesand opinions
and that the essence of democraticprocess is
to express these. This ignores the importance
of political discussion, of learning from each
other-recognizing, for example, that some
people know more about one issue, and some
about another.Communitiesand intermediate
associations can provide the opportunityfor
differentmembersto bring differentskills and
focuses of attentionto the whole. This sort of
exchange does in fact take place in church
groups, neighborhoods, political parties and
all sorts of other settings. When we do not
have such a possibility to discuss issues with
relative experts within our own immediate
sets of relationshipswe are left much more at
the mercy of the mass media.44Whateverthe
source of information,discussion is important
to interpretation,especially to interpretations
which challenge the biases of journalism,
broadcasting or apparent political common
sense. Such participatoryprocesses can develop through direct lifeworld relationships.
But for them to be effective in confronting
large scale system integration,would require
a high quality of public discourse amongst
membersof differentcommunities. And such
a public sphere cannot exist without large
organizationsany more than a large moder
country can exist without systemic integration.
Barber (1984) has argued for a "strong
democracy"which would incorporatecommunitarian language and institutions in the
pursuit of enhanced discussion and citizen
education, while making use of national
initiatives and referendaas the major means
of getting citizens involved beyond the local
level. He is clearly sensitive to issues of
scale:

points up a key problem with conservative
proposals-generally populist in tone-for a "New
Federalism."For such a programto increasedemocracy,
it would have to strengthenexisting community organizations and help develop new institutions for collective
political participation.Just eliminatinga federal role and
"decentralizinggovernment"will do little if corporations
have as much central power as ever. Indeed, it is easier
for corporationsand other big, centralizedactors to have
influence at this local level. Unless ordinarypeople are
organized in some form of effective intermediate
associations, they will have less ratherthanmore voice in
how their affairs are run. The Reagan administrationhas
either failed to consider this, or acted intentionally to
limit democraticparticipation.Among the victims of its
most extreme early funding cuts were programs which
provide resources to community-level organizationsincluding a numberof traditionallyconservative groups!
See Boyte (1982).
43 Habermashas argued somewhat similarly that the
public spherecould only be realized today on the basis of
"a rational organization of social and political power
Once it is understoodthat the problemof scale is
under the mutual control of organizationscommitted to
susceptible to technological and institutional
the public sphere in their internalstructureas well as in
their relations with the state" (1964:55). He believes,
44 This is a
however, that the rise of technocraticconsciousness and
key reason why Barber(1984:290) rejects
institutionsmake this revitalizationof the public sphere home voting in his proposedreferendumscheme, in favor
of voting in public assemblies.
unlikely.
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meliorationand that politicalcommunitiesare
humannetworksrootedin communication,
scale
becomes a tractablechallengeratherthan an
insuperablebarrier.Becausestrongdemocracy
it
dependsso cruciallyon directcommunication,
is particularly
vulnerable
to corruptions
of scale.
suitedto coping
However,it is also particularly
with them, throughempatheticimagination,
commontalk,andcommonaction.(1984:247)
Barber, however, apparentlyconsiders technologically mediatedcommunicationto be at
least potentially direct in more or less the
same sense as face-to-face communication:
Whatstrongdemocracyrequiresis a form of
is directyet
townmeetingin whichparticipation
communicationis regionalor even national.
Becausescale is in parta functionof communiof communication,theelectronicenhancement
cationofferspossiblesolutionsto the dilemmas
of scale. (1984:273-4)
Electronic town meetings may be all to the
good, but at best a tiny fraction of people
could participate in them and those people
would have an extremely low density of
relationships with each other. Such affairs
would resemble call-in radio talk shows more
than New England town meetings-not necessarily bad, but not an effective form of
collective action in managing systemic integration. Beyond this, there are the problems
of attempting to address system level concerns on the basis of lifeworld experience,
and especially of seeing to it that strong
democratic links were forged across lines of
socio-cultural and demographic differences,
neither of which Barber addresses. Attentive
to the concerns listed above aboutplebiscites,
he hems in his proposals for national
referenda with extensive requirements for
discussion, second votes after a six month
delay and other protections against majoritarian folly. Indeed, he explicitly rejects
notions like Naisbitt's:
Instant votes of the kind envisioned by certain
mindless plebiscitarydemocratsare as insidious
as interactive discussion questions are useful.
Soliciting votes on every conceivable issue from
an otherwise uninformed audience that has
neither deliberatednor debated an issue would
be the death of democracy-which is concerned
with public seeing ratherthan with the expression of preferencesand which aspires to achieve
common judgment rather than to aggregate
privateopinions. (Barber, 1984:289-90).
In Barber's proposal, in short, referenda
would be only one mechanism in a basically

communitarian proposal, not the primary
basis of direct democracy. Aside from
wondering whether the cumbersome process
he proposes would win much participation,
we need to recognize that this is the only
direct means of action on a national level
which Barberis able to commend as a normal
procedure. It would seem that he is still left
with a mismatch between the scale at which
he can envisage most of the workings of
strong democracy and that of the modern
nation state. As a result he can only advocate
first, that more affairs be managed locally,
and second, that strong democracybe built in
a complementary relationship to the very
electoral institutionshe began by rejecting.
Statements like Naisbitt's presume that
citizens' caring, their awareness, and the
definition of issues, are all settled before the
political process starts. But of course this is
not so. Social life is not at a standstillwaiting
for a referendum to begin. Attitudes and
opinions are formed through social action,
political discussion and personal reflection.
Money may not buy votes, but in contemporary capitalist societies, at least, it can go a
long way toward controlling the flow of
information. Indeed, it is most effective at
controlling the flow of information through
broadcast media-which, as we have seen,
are not only those deemed most trustworthy
by the generalpublic but those which do most
to set the agenda for politics and to establish
the general informationalenvironmentwhich
constitutes the arena of political contest
today.
The referendummodel is essentially plebiscitarianand only superficiallyparticipatoryin
large scale societies. It is geared, at best, to
increasingspeed and ease of popularreaction
to centrally initiated policies. In the absence
of other reforms, issues would still be defined
primarilyby elites and relatively centralized
power structures.The appeal of referendais
based partly on the illusion that the system
world is unreal, that what is wanting for
direct democracy is only a mechanism for
expressing life-world understandingand values on a large scale. This populist view
criticizes political parties and conventional
representative systems without giving due
weight to the system level complexities and
scale with which they are designed to cope.
Unlike oppositionalmovements, institutionalized referenda might actually extend the
de-politicizingeffects AlbertHirschman(1982)
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has pointed out for electoral democracy: the
beliefs that (a) someone else is doing the
political job, and (b) all we need to do is
make a choice among the options offered us
every few years. They thus sidestep the more
basic question of how to ensure direct, active
participationin the democratic process. This
would seem plausible only on the basis of
intermediateassociations, whether communities or formal organizations. These seem the
essential conditions of both sustained social
movements and public discourse.
CONCLUSION

239
changed in nature. The increasing role of
broadcasttechnology has made access much
easier and broadenedthe flow of information,
but simultaneously sifted it away from
discourse and abstract argument towards
impressionistic, imaginistic contents and a
somewhat shallower flow of information.
Broadcast media have become an essential
information environment providing a widespread knowledge of other members of
society, but as members of categories rather
than throughrecognizablerelationships.They
have centralized control over information
even while they have deconcentratedaccess
to it. Broadcastmedia define the public arena
in contemporaryindustrialsocieties, but they
do so in a way which minimizes public
discourse and rendersmost citizens relatively
passive.
Fourth, a variety of communitarianand
other populist political movements have
broughta significant measureof participatory
democracy to contemporarysocieties. They
are particularlyimportantin bringing otherwise neglected popular concerns onto the
agendaof governments.They remainlimited,
however, by the mismatchbetween theirlocal
bases and large scale system integration,and
also by a tendency to misrecognize the
implications of the split between lifeworld
and large scale system integration. These
movements have appeared to some to be
substitutesfor political partiesand for a larger
scale public discourse. I have argued against
such a view, suggesting that intermediate
associations in general and formal organizations in particular are needed to address
system level concerns, and also that public
discourse requires an arena separate from
particularlifestyle groupings and local communities in which people from various
backgrounds can put forward their ideas.
Though contemporary media do not foster
this kind of public discourse, any plausible
public arena for democratic discourse in
large, complex societies will have to work
within a largely mediatedsocial world, not as
an alternativeto it. Unfortunately,I have not
been able to give a recipe for successful
creation and maintenance of such a public
sphere, but then this paper is long enough
without it.

I have tried to make four main points. First,
an extraordinarytransformationin scale of
social integration has been accomplished
during the modern era, and especially over
the last one hundredfifty years. This has not
meant simply largerpolities than the Western
norm, but far more tightly integratedeconomies and social systems. These changes have
been undertheorizedin sociology, and they
pose challenges to democratic theory and
populist politics. Among the results of these
changes are very large scale systems of
societal integration which are only possible
on the basis of sophisticatedcommunications
and transportationinfrastructureswhich allow
for the spreadof indirectsocial relationships.
This change in pattern of relationships is a
crucial social structuralfoundationfor Habermas's identificationof a change in orientation
to action, principle of social integrationand
mode of understandingsocial life.
Second, during this overall pattern of
growth of large scale system integration,
cities have undergone basic transformations.
They have grown in size, but more importantly, even large cities have come to be
dwarfed by the size of the social and
economic systems in which they are embedded. They are no longer equally central as
networknodes or power containers, and have
lost autonomyaccordingly. At the same time
that cities have increasingly been absorbed
into such large scale systems, they have
internallybeen fragmentedand compartmentalized. Different communities are increasingly isolated from each other; public spaces
and occasions for meaningful contact among
people different in importantways from each
other have been reduced.
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